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Abstract. This work presents a Decision Support System to provide help in
complex bidding processes. Usually, this task involves a huge expense in the
preparation of the proposal and an important mobilization of resources. Also,
this phase of the project is characterised by a high level of uncertainty. In in-
dustrial practice, bids are usually evaluated on the basis of multiple criteria, the
algorithm evaluates candidates according to different criteria configurations. A
risk-based approach has been incorporated in the procedure in order to mini-
mise an objective function that involves the mitigation actions of risks.

1 Introduction

In this last decade, risk assessment and mitigation have reached a relevant role in the
literature. At the beginning, basically it was applied to natural disasters [1-3]. In re-
cent years, its application has been extended to Project Management and financial
policies fields, where risk mitigation is raising an increasing interest ([4-6]) due to the
accomplishments that can be obtained, such as cost reductions, improvement in prod-
uct’s quality and a better understanding of the project.

Sometimes, the lack of interest in risk mitigation and therefore, the lack of invest-
ing in loss prevention measures, is based on several factors as the underestimation of
risk probability, long term horizons to retrieve investments, aversion to extra costs or
in public disasters situations, expectation of disaster assistance.

The need to manage risks is inherent during the whole project life cycle. Poorly
written specifications can result in wrong functionality and cause delays during im-
plementation and testing. Some risks can be caused by market payoffs, project
budgets, product performance, market requirements or project schedules.

Theoretic appraisals have been developed as attempt to carry out formalization of
models and algorithms to manage risks in a project framework [7-10]. Risk
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Management can be summarized as the identification, ranking and priorization of
risks, resolution of those deemed significant, and monitoring risks through their ap-
plicable life ([11]).

The early phase of the project is characterized by a high level of uncertainty. When
a request for proposal (RFP) is received by the bid manager, the first task is a quick
decision about the interest of the bid, and in an affirmative case, a proposal will be
developed. The bid manager has to realize, in absence of detailed information, an
assessment about the possible risks that could appear during the progress of the proj-
ect Usually, the response time is very scarce and non enough to undertake this proc-
ess in a adequate way. Another drawback is the little automatization and database
support used by the companies in this process. Bidding process for a project involves
a huge expense in the preparations of the proposal and an important mobilization of
resources.

The objective of this paper is to design a Decision Support System (DSS) for bid-
ding processes, to aid to the decision-maker in the choice of the best proposal that
will be delivered to the customer. Bidding process methodology developed in
PRIMA1 project [12-14] will be used. The objective of PRIMA project is the building
of a software tool allowing storing, organizing and reusing of all the necessary infor-
mation to build competitive bids, proposing a risk-based business approach.

The present work aims to define an optimization method to mitigate risks          ac-
cording to a proposed risk structure. The use of real and integer variables to model
the risk mitigation actions, leads to the use of mixed integer programming [15] to
solve this problem. Also, a multi-objective approach has been adopted for proposal
assessment. According to selected objectives to evaluate proposals, different solutions
will be obtained.

The paper is organized as follows: section 2 presents the problem definition and
the proposed risk data structure in order to organize the information. The optimization
problem is described in section 3. A practical example will be shown in section 4 to
illustrate the obtained results.  Some concluding remarks are made in section 5.

1 System description

Consider a request for proposal (RFP) from the customer. The objective is deliv-
ering a final proposal, P, satisfying the specifications of the customer. In industrial
practice and during the bidding phase, the development of several alternative candi-
dates to be the “final proposal”, is a common procedure as consequence of the differ-
ent technical solutions to carry on the execution of the project.  The DSS must help in
the decision of the best candidate according to a set of selected criteria.

As mentioned before, a risk-based approach is used in this paper. After the risks
affecting the project have been identified and assessed, the decision about how these

                                                          
1 PRIMA (IST-1999-10193) is a research and technological development project partially

supported by the Information Society Technologies (IST) Programme of the European Un-
ion's Fifth Framework programme. (http://www.esi2.us.es/prima/)
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risks are going to be managed, have to be taken. The DSS also have to determine the
best way to manage the risks of each one of the alternative proposals.

The structure to model risks of every candidate is described in figure 1. Thus, a
RFP can own some proposal candidates (Ci) and in turn, each candidate has      asso-
ciated some risks (Ri), as a result of the Risk Assessment. The risk is characterized by
a probability of occurrence (Pi) and some initial impacts (IIi).  Initial impacts are the
consequences on the project if the risk becomes a fact and if no mitigation or preven-
tive actions are taken. From the DSS point of view, we are going to be interested on
impacts affecting the decision criteria. So, there are as many different types of initial
impacts as involved criteria. Possible types of impacts or criteria can be the “esti-
mated cost” or “delivery time”.
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Fig 1. Risk structure of a RFP.

The risks can be controlled by executing corrective actions. Four types of actions
can be considered as is shown in table 1. Preventive actions are not been considered
in this paper. A mitigation action will reduce the initial impact of a risk.

In the proposed model, several mitigation actions (Ai) can reduce the same initial
impact and an action can mitigate more than one initial impact. The assumption of
dependency between risks, initial impacts and mitigation action is allowed.

Mitigation actions are described by functions fij(ui) where ui is the control variable
(in this paper will be modelled by the cost of the mitigation action i). Also, fij is the
reduction of initial impact j when action i is applied.. Figure 2 is an example of these
functions.
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Fig. 2. Graphical representation of a mitigation action. .

Notice that a mitigation action will affect some decision criteria. Therefore, given
the action i, there are s functions fij , being s the number of criteria . Hence,

fij = 0 ⇒ action i does not affect criterion j

                       fij ≠ 0 ⇒ action i affects criterion j

(1)

Table 1. action types.

Type of actions Description
Mitigate Modify the impact (I) of a source of risk
Prevent Change the probability of occurrence (P).
Avoid Plan to avoid specified sources of risk
Accept Accept risk exposure, but do nothing about it.

f functions can be continuous or discrete and therefore, ui can be an integer or real
variable. Examples of discrete mitigation actions are the contract of new workers
(control variable is the number of new workers and u is the cost of the contracting) or
the purchasing of new machinery. An insurance is an example of continuous mitiga-
tion action, perhaps, the most common practice to mitigate risks. In fact, insurance
companies have an increasing interest in improving risk estimates to encourage miti-
gation through scientific modeling ([16-17]). There is considerable scientific work
undertaken in the areas of natural, technological and environmental hazards to pro-
vide estimates of the probabilities and consequences of events of  different magni-
tudes ([1-3]).

2 Proposed Decision Algorithm

2.1 Multicriteria approach

In industrial practice, bids are usually evaluated on the basis of multiple criteria con-
sidering the main aspects for the bid manager. A global performance indicator for the
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bid competitive value is calculated using competitive factors as parametric variables.
The calculation depends on the number of parameters, the type of ranking or the
knowledge structure complexity. This problem may be effectively approached by a
Multi Attribute Decision Making Model ([18-19] ).

In order to start the assessment of the different candidates, it is necessary to define
the set of criteria that will take place in the evaluation. When the criteria have been
selected, the next step is the calculation of weights for each criterion. The weight
represents the importance of the criterion and hence, the contribution of the criterion
in the whole value of the candidates. These criteria and weights constitute an objec-
tive function used to evaluate each one of the candidates.

Multiple techniques can be used to rank alternatives [20]. Analytic Hierarchy Pro-
cess (AHP) [21] is one of the most popular methods for decision making with multi-
ple criteria. It formulates the decision problem in a hierarchical structure and priori-
tizes both the evaluation criteria and the competing alternatives by pairwise compari-
son. It is suitable for complex decisions that involve the comparison of decision ele-
ments, which are difficult to quantify. AHP requires values for identifying the relative
importance between pairs of criteria. These values have to be introduced by the user.
AHP is based on a matrix, where criteria are localized in the first row and column of
it (see figure3). The user has to fulfil the table, where each item of the rows should be
compared with each item of the columns. The user determines whether the criteria
associated with the row is more important than the one representing the column and if
therefore, how much more important. In this paper, it has been adopted the scaling
method defined by Saaty, where values between 1 and 9 are allowed. The value ‘1’
represents the equality of criteria and the value ‘9’ represents the maximum value that
the criterion localized in the row can reach versus the criterion localized in the col-
umn. Hence, if the column is more important than the row, inverse of the above val-
ues is used. The diagonal of the table where each entry is compared to itself will be
all ones. The values of the table below the diagonal will be the inverse of the value
above the diagonal. Figure 2 shows an example of AHP matrix. AHP method calcu-
lates the weights for each criterion. They are represented in the last column of the
matrix.

In the proposed decision algorithm weights are calculated using AHP method.
Nevertheless, sometimes, the customer describes in the RFP how the decision is go-
ing to be taken, that is the criteria and the importance of each one of them, that is, the
weights. In this case, the bid manager can introduce directly these weights.

2.2 Mitigation action decision algorithm

The objective is to decide, for each one of the candidates, the mitigation actions
that are going to be taken, in order to minimize the objective function to evaluate
candidates, as mentioned in the above paragraph. Let consider a vector of selected
criteria, ψ, and the vector of weights β. Both of them have the same length, s, being  a
result of the previous step.

Given a candidate, the objective function used in this paper is the following:
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Fig. 3. Weights calculation through AHP.
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βk  is the weight of kth criterion (obtained from AHP). Ψk is the expression that de-
scribes the value of the candidate, according to kth criteria. Notice that criteria can be
variables of very different nature, i.e. cost and delivery time. To use them in the same
expression, a normalization procedure is needed. Again, s is the number of criteria.

In the proposed algorithm, cost criteria takes critical importance because mitiga-
tion actions are going to be considered in term of an additional cost to the Project.
Cost criteria is going to be considered always in the objective function as the first one
(Ψ1).

Denote u as a vector of dimension p, where p is the number of mitigation actions,
then.
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where Fvk  is the value of the kth criterion for the candidate, if risks are not taken into
account. If a risk occurs, this value will be increased by the corresponding impact of
the risk. But, as a risk will occurs or not with a given probability, the mean value of
the impact will be used. This value is named Global Exposure and it is computed by
multiplying the risk probability and its impact. As mentioned before, the initial im-
pact of a risk (II ) can be reduced (RI) with mitigation actions. These values are ob-
tained in the algorithm with f functions described in section 2. The sum of the expo-
sure of each one of the m risks gives the total global exposure. Then, Σui is the sum of
costs of the mitigation actions Ai and  obviously only is considered in the first criteria
(cost).
The global exposure for risk j and criteria k , GEk (Pj, IIj, RIj ), can be expressed as:
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Equation 4 depends on the risk occurrence probability, Pj, the initial impact of risk
j related to kth criterion and their impact reduction (RI) achieved with the mitigation
actions. Also, fik.  is the impact reduction of kth criterion when action i is executed.
The total impact reduction is computed by adding the results of all the adopted miti-
gation actions.

This optimization problems allows constraints in the control variables u

0)( ≤ug (5)

where g are general functions where the user can introduce information about the
morphology of the risks structure as well as requirements of the functions f, into the
optimisation problem. Thereby, and in accordance with example of figure 1, a typical
constraint could be: “the sum of the impact reductions of action A1 and A3 can not be
higher than the initial impact II1”

)
2111

( 1IIff ≤+ (6)

The proposed optimization problem is a mixed-integer programming problem.
There are no generic solving algorithm for this problem and only exists for linear or
quadratic functions and linear constraints. In this paper, linear functions and con-
straints are going to be considered.

Now, if n different alternative proposals exists, the problem can be stated as the
resolution of a mixed-integer programming for each one of them and select the one
with the best J value.

[ ]nJJJJ ...21= (7)

with n, the number of candidates

3 Example

Figure 4 depicts the example that has been taken to illustrate the proposed algorithm.
Only one proposal C1 is going to be considered, and also only one risk, Ri, which
states the possibility that the implemented system has adverse environmental troubles
beyond its permitted limits and increased liabilities. This risk provokes two different
impacts, and their values if no mitigation actions are taken, are II1 and II2, affecting to
criteria “Product cost “ (PC) and “Delivery Time Product” (DTP) respectively . Fv
(value of criteria if no risk are considered) and initial impacts are presented in table 2.
Mitigation actions and its parameters and functions are described in Table 3.
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Fig 4. Illustrative example. Risk structure for the candidates.

Table 2. Expressions of fixed values and initial impacts

Criteria Fixed Values
(Fv)

Initial Impacts
(II)

Product Cost 45000 10000
Product Delivery Time 90 33

Table 3. Expressions of mitigation actions

Type of CriteriaAction Description Variable
PC PDT

A1 Contract Insurance Real f11= 10u1 f12= 0
A2 Auxiliary System purchasing Boolean f21=5000u2 f22=-5u2

Notice that the minus character in mitigation actions functions (-) means the nega-
tive contribution to the specified criterion.

The expression of the objective function for C1, according expressions (2-5) is
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3.1 Results

To solve the above mixed integer programming problem a commercial tool has been
used, the Numeric Algorithm Group and particularly, nag_ip_bb (h02bbc). This
function solves “zero-one”, “general”, “mixed” or “all” integer linear and quadratic
programming problems using a branch and bound method. The experiments and re-
sults are shown in table 4, as a function of the probability of the risk occurrence and
the criteria weight.

Table 4. Experiments and outcomes.

WeightsRisk
Probabilities

Without miti-
gation actions β1>β2 β1<β2

P1 =0.9
Ψ1=54000
Ψ2=112,7

[500  1]
Ψ1=45700
Ψ2=124,7

[1000  0]
Ψ1=46000
Ψ2=119,7

P1 =0.1
Ψ1=46000
Ψ2=93,8

[0  1]
Ψ1=45700
Ψ2=93,8

[0  1]
Ψ1=45700
Ψ2=93,8

P1 =0.01
Ψ1=45100
Ψ2=90,33

[0  0]
Ψ1=45100
Ψ2=90,33

[0  0]
Ψ1=45100
Ψ2=90,33

Three experimental modules have been undertaken taking into account several risk
probabilities. In the case of P1=0.01, the values of Ψ1 and Ψ2 are unchanged due to
any mitigation action is realised. If the probability is increased until 0,9 and β2  holds
low, the action 2 is selected, in spite of the negative impact in the criterion cost. If β2

is increased, the algorithm obtains that only the insurance contract is the best option.
In the case of P1 =0.1, and independently of β, the auxiliary system purchasing (A2)
results more interesting, as consequence of being its cost (Cm) lower that the insur-
ance contract (A1).

Conclusions

This paper describes an algorithm to help managers to take decisions in the bidding
process of a project. The problem has been stated as a mixed integer optimization
problem based on a multicriteria approach, where the best proposal and the set of
actions to mitigate risks are obtained. A simple example shows the logical decisions
of the algorithm.
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